
 
 

Flogging Molly - Speed Of Darkness 
What a wide-range of press has said...so far 

 
"... one of their best records yet" -  Rolling Stone.com 
 
1⁄2 (Out of Four)  - USA Today 
 
“...’Darkness’ lyrical depth-and sonic diversity-are incredibly rewarding.”  
        - Alternative Press 
 
“...a rallying cry from America's ultimate underdog city” – Wall Street Journal 
 
“...a foot-stomping blast of Celtic punk rock and a battle cry for the working 
class.”     - Parade Magazine 
 
"...angry, beautiful, politically charged CD "Speed of Darkness," a raucous, punk-
folk collection that celebrates everyday people struggling to survive the here and 
now.”  - Los Angeles Times 
 
“...this release raises the sonic bar”  – Huffington Post 
 
“On the sterling album "Speed of Darkness,’ the LA-based American-Irish band 
delivers an appealing combination of traditional Celtic balladry and propulsive 
rock...”       – New York Post 
 
“It's the kind of music this recession deserves, delivered with all the fury of The 
Pogues, if only half the craziness.”    - Los Angeles Daily News 
 
“’Speed of Darkness’ carries an inherent air of hope for humanity through the 
power, steadfastness and pride of the American worker.” 

- Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 
 
“Flogging Molly’s music is untraditional, infectious and inspiring. It’s social and 
political awareness give it an edge that fans appreciate” – Aquarian Weekly 
 
“It’s another diverse and engaging album from a band proudly ageing like a fine 
malt whiskey”   - Kerrang! (UK) 
 
“Flogging Molly’s extraordinary blend of traditional Celtic sounds, hard-edged 
punk and thoughtful lyrics, combined with the sheer power of their live shows 
have thrust them past “good,” – and even the record industry's Holy Grail, 
“marketable” – to reach sublime.” – Examiner.com (National) 
 
“If you’re looking for a band and a songwriter at the top of their game with 



something important to say, buy it.” - Elmore Magazine 
 
“...a lyrically brilliant and sonically solid effort...” – Muruch.com 
 
“...one of their best works yet... the Celtic rock band has never been more 
relevant.”  - The Owl Mag 
 
Flogging Molly's Speed Of Darkness reaches out, grabs you, and doesn't let go 
until the final echoes of the disc's closing song, "Rise Up," fade away...” 

- Blogcritics.com 
 

“Speed of Darkness is another example of why the band is a legit songwriting 
force.”      - Stereo Subversion  
 
“There’s so much goddamn heart to this set, not to mention dark humor and plain 
spoken honesty, sometimes in a single verse...” – Dirty Impound.com 
 
 

For more information about Flogging Molly, please contact  
Jim Flammia at All Eyes Media (615) 227-2770, jim@alleyesmedia.com 


